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We report a strong bias dependence of the magnetoconductance (MC) of a spin-Esaki diode com-

posed of nþ-type ferromagnetic semiconductor (FMS) (In,Fe)As and pþ-type Be doped InAs grown

on a pþ-InAs (001) substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. When the bias voltage V is increased

above 450 mV in the forward bias, we found that the MC, measured at 3.5 K under a magnetic field

H of 1 T in the in-plane [110] direction, changes its sign from positive to negative and its magni-

tude rises rapidly from 0.5% at V< 450 mV to �7.4% at V¼ 650 mV. Furthermore, the MC magni-

tude decreases as cos2(h) when rotating H from the in-plane [110] direction to the perpendicular

[001] direction, where h is the angle between H and the [110] axis. Using a two-fluid model, we

explain both the magnitude and the anisotropy of the MC based on the evolution of the spin-Esaki

diode’s band profile with V. This analysis provides insights into the density of states and spin-

polarization of the conduction band and the Fe-related impurity band in n-type FMS (In,Fe)As.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5010020

Ferromagnetic semiconductors (FMSs), an important class

of materials that inherits the properties of both semiconductors

and ferromagnets, provide a straightforward way to integrate

spin-related phenomena into semiconductor devices such as

diodes and transistors. For their applications, it is very impor-

tant to characterize the spin-resolved band structure of FMSs.

However, among the FMSs studied so far, the spin-splitting in

the conduction band (CB) and/or the valence band (VB) of

host semiconductors has been convincingly detected in very

few materials.1,2 Recently, using tunneling spectroscopy in a

spin-Esaki diode structure, we have reported a large spontane-

ous spin splitting (maximum splitting energy DE �50 meV at

3.5 K) up to relatively high temperatures (�60 K) in the CB of

n-type FMS (In,Fe)As.2 This was striking because (In,Fe)As is

an n-type and narrow-gap FMS,3 where strong ferromagnetism

was generally believed to be unfavorable;4 yet, there is still

plenty of room for increasing the Curie temperature (TC) of

(In,Fe)As.5–7 The tunneling spectroscopy results also indicated

that the Fermi level of (In,Fe)As is in the CB, and there is a

Fe-related IB located right below the CB bottom.2 These previ-

ous results, however, have not revealed the spin-polarization of

these bands. Detailed knowledge of the spin-dependent band

structure is indispensable for understanding the mechanism of

ferromagnetism and utilizing n-type FMS (In,Fe)As for spin

devices.

In this paper, we investigate the magnetoconductance

(MC) of the nþ-(In,Fe)As/pþ-InAs-based spin-Esaki diode.2 In

the diffusive transport regime of magnetic/nonmagnetic p-n

heterojunctions, several intriguing magneto-transport proper-

ties, such as spin-voltaic effect, spin-valve effect, and giant

MC, were theoretically predicted.8–10 Experimentally, giant

negative MC has been reported for (In,Mn)As and (In,Mn)Sb-

based diodes, whose origins were attributed to the very large

effective g-factor of these Mn-doped FMSs.11,12 Here, in the

nþ-(In,Fe)As-based spin-Esaki diode, we observe both positive

(�0.5%) and negative (��7.4%) MC, whose sign and magni-

tude depend on the bias voltage V. We attribute the origin of

the large negative MC (��7.4%) to the spin dependent band

structure of nþ-(In,Fe)As and the Zeeman splitting in pþ-InAs,

which is sizable owing to the large g-factor (gInAs¼�15).13

We show that under a magnetic field, pþ-InAs works as a spin-

sensitive probe and that the bias-dependence of the MC sign

and magnitude can reveal the energy and spin-dependence of

the density of states (DOS) of nþ-(In,Fe)As.

The spin-Esaki diode structure examined in this study is,

from the top surface, 50 nm-thick nþ-type (In,Fe)As (6%

Fe)/5 nm-thick InAs/250 nm-thick pþ-type InAs:Be (the Be

concentration is 1� 1018 cm�3)/pþ-type InAs (001) substrate

grown by molecular beam epitaxy [Fig. 1(a)]. TC of the

(In,Fe)As layer is 45 K. The sample was then patterned into

mesa diodes with a diameter of 200 lm for I–V measure-

ments. The bias polarity was defined so that under the posi-

tive bias, the current flows from the pþ-type InAs substrate

to the top nþ-type (In,Fe)As layer. The details of the growth,

process, and characterization of the device were described

elsewhere.2

Band profiles of the spin-Esaki diode at different V values

are illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where En and Ep are the quasi-

Fermi levels of nþ-(In,Fe)As and pþ-InAs, respectively, and
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Eg¼ 0.42 eV is the bandgap of both nþ-(In,Fe)As and

pþ-InAs (We assume that the bandgaps of nþ-(In,Fe)As and

pþ-InAs are equal). From the tunneling spectroscopy results,2

we know En¼ 20 meV and Ep¼ 8 meV. Note that in the CB

of nþ-(In,Fe)As of this spin-Esaki diode, the spin-splitting

energy at 3.5 K is 32 meV, and thus, only one type of spin

electron fills up the CB bottom (the half-metallic band struc-

ture). Our results also indicated the existence of a Fe-related

impurity band (IB) below the CB bottom of (In,Fe)As. At

V< e�1(EnþEp) (e is the elementary charge), corresponding

to region ‹ (tunneling region), electrons tunnel from the CB

of nþ-(In,Fe)As to the VB of pþ-InAs. Note that the tunneling

from the Fe-related IB of (In,Fe)As to the VB top of pþ-InAs

is prohibited by the different orbital symmetry of the two

bands. At e�1(EnþEp)<V< e�1(EgþEp), corresponding to

region › (bandgap region), the (In,Fe)As CB bottom is lifted

above the VB top of pþ-InAs, and thus, the current due to

the CB-to-VB tunnelling is suppressed. Finally, at

e�1(EgþEp)<V, corresponding to region fi (diffusion

region), the occupied states in the CB (or VB) and IB of nþ-

(In,Fe)As reach the same energies as the unoccupied states in

the CB (or VB) of pþ-InAs, and then, diffusive and drift cur-

rents start to flow. Therefore, by changing V, we can switch

the transport mechanism (tunneling$ diffusive) and the par-

ticipating bands (CB, VB, or IB) of the current. This is an

important advantage of this FMS-based spin-Esaki diode. The

dI/dV � V curve measured at 3.5 K of the diode is shown in

Fig. 1(c), in which all three regions are clearly observed (the

two transition borders are indicated by blue triangles).

We measure the magnetic field (H) dependence of the spin-

Esaki diode’s conductance r at various V values. First, we fix

the magnetic field direction in the [110] direction (in the film

plane) and measure the magnetic field strength (H)-dependence

of r at 3.5 K [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Here, we define the MC

ratio at H as MC Hð Þ ¼ r Hð Þ � r H ¼ 0 Tð Þ½ �=r H ¼ 0 Tð Þ
�100ð%Þ. In regions ‹ and ›, a small positive MC (�0.5% at

1 T) is observed and remains nearly unchanged with V. In region

fi, the MC ratio retains its positive sign at small V values

(420 mV�V� 450 mV). However, at V¼ 460 mV, a small

negative MC component starts to appear and overlaps with the

existing positive one, as can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The negative

MC’s magnitude grows rapidly as V is increased above 460 mV

and reaches a saturated value of �7.4% at 1 T when

V¼ 650 mV. The evolution of the MC magnitude with V is

summarized in Fig. 2(c), where one can see the sign reversal

occurring at around V¼ 450 mV. Next, we measure the MC in

several H directions between the [110] direction (in the film

plane) and the [001] direction (perpendicular to the film plane).

We define h as the angle between H and the [110] axis. At

V< 450 mV, the small positive MC does not change with h
[Fig. 3(a)]. There is also a small negative MC that is quadratic

to the magnetic field strength projected in the [100] axis, which

originates from the Lorentz force in the pþ-InAs substrate (see

supplementary material). However, at V> 450 mV, the negative

MC decreases with increasing h, as shown in Fig. 3(b) for

V¼ 500 mV. At a fixed H, the conductance r depends on h as:

r hð Þ ¼ r 90�ð Þ � r 90�ð Þ � r 0�ð Þ
� �

cos2ðhÞ [see Fig. 3(c) for

H¼ 1 T, and note that the contribution from the quadratic nega-

tive MC is excluded from the raw MC magnitude]. The

cos2 hð Þ-angle dependence is similar to that of the anisotropic

magnetoresistance (AMR) in ferromagnetic metals14 and FMS

(Ga,Mn)As.15 This result will be discussed and explained later.

The turning point (sign change) of the H-dependence of

r, which is 450 mV [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], is not coincident

with the starting point of the diffusion region (�420 mV).

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic device structure and measurement configuration of the

spin-Esaki diode. (b) The band profile of the pn junction in the three regions:

‹: Tunnelling region, ›: Bandgap region, and fi: Diffusion region. The

nþ-(In,Fe)As conduction band (CB) is spin-split, and only one spin band is

occupied. Eg is the bandgap energy of InAs and (In,Fe)As, and En and Ep are

the quasi-Fermi levels in the nþ-(In,Fe)As and pþ-InAs electrodes, respec-

tively. The Fe-related impurity band (IB) (orange) lies right below the CB

bottom. (c) dI/dV-V characteristics measured at 3.5 K. The borders between

three regions are indicated by the blue triangles at 40 mV and 420 mV.

FIG. 2. (a) Magnetoconductance (MC) of the spin-Esaki diode at various

bias voltages V, measured at 3.5 K with a magnetic field H applied in the

[110] direction in the film plane. (b) Magnified plot of the positive MCs in

(a). (c) V-dependence of MC at 3.5 K. (d) The band profile of the pn junction

at 420 mV<V< 450 mV (left) and 450 mV<V (right).
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This indicates that the origin of this bias-dependence is not

simply the different transport mechanisms (tunneling vs. dif-

fusive). As shown in Fig. 2(d), considering that the quasi-

Fermi energy En of (In,Fe)As is 20 meV, one can deduce that

at V¼ 420–450 mV, the empty CB of pþ-InAs is aligned

with the CB bottom of nþ-(In,Fe)As but still has higher

energy than the Fe-related IB. Thus, in this bias range, elec-

trons only flow between the s-symmetry orbitals at the pn

junction interface.16 However, at V> 450 mV, electrons

from the d-symmetry IB start to flow towards the CB of pþ-

InAs.2 We believe that this participation of the IB’s electrons

in the current at V> 450 mV plays the central role in this

peculiar evolution of the MC in our spin-Esaki diode.

We use a two-fluid model to quantitatively describe the

observed MC. Because nþ-(In,Fe)As and pþ-InAs are highly

doped and metallic, the bias voltage V mainly drops at the pn

junction interface. Therefore, for simplicity, we only consider

the change in r occurring at the nþ-(In,Fe)As/pþ-InAs inter-

face. Since the pn interface thickness is much smaller than the

spin diffusion length of InAs,17 the overall r of the diode can

be decomposed into the conductance of the up-spin angular

momentum (r", aligned with H) and down-spin angular

momentum (r#, anti-aligned with H) channels: r ¼ r" þ r#.
Here, the quantization axis is along H. At V> 420 mV, rc

(here, c ¼" or # is the spin angular momentum) is propor-

tional to the filled density of states N(In,Fe)As in nþ-(In,Fe)As,

the empty density of states NInAs in pþ-InAs, and the transition

probability Td-s (Ts-s) between the IB (CB) of nþ-(In,Fe)As

and the CB of pþ-InAs of the same spin at the interface, if we

assume spin-conserved transitions at the pn interface,

rc / Ns;c; In;Feð ÞAsTs;c�s;c þ Nd;c; In;Feð ÞAsTd;c�s;c
� �� Ns;c;InAs:

(1)

Here, s and d indicate the orbital symmetry of the carriers.

The first and second terms in the brackets of Eq. (1) are the

contributions of the flows of the s-orbital and d-orbital elec-

trons of the nþ-(In,Fe)As side towards the s-orbital states in

the pþ-InAs side, respectively. With increasing V above

450 mV, the contribution of the second term is increased due

to the increase in Nd;c; In;Feð ÞAs, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

At 3.5 K, under a strong magnetic field H, the band

structure of the ferromagnetic (In,Fe)As layer is unchanged,2

while that of pþ-InAs exhibits a small Zeeman splitting of

DE¼ glBH, where lB is the Bohr magneton and g is the

g-factor of InAs. According to the Boltzmann distribution,

this DE induces changes in Ns;InAs as exp � glBH
kBT

� �
and

exp
glBH
kBT

� �
for up-spin and down-spin electrons, respectively.

Consequently, the overall conductance r at a fixed bias V
changes with H,

r Hð Þ ¼
r"exp � glBH

kBT

� 	
þ r#exp

glBH

kBT

� 	

cosh
glBH

kBT

� 	 : (2)

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant. Hence, the MC of the

spin-Esaki diode at 3.5 K under a magnetic field strength H
is given by

MC %ð Þ ¼ r Hð Þ � r 0ð Þ
r 0ð Þ � 100

¼ r# � r"
r# þ r"

tanh
glBH

kBT

� 	
� 100: (3)

Thus, the sign and magnitude of the MC are determined by

the difference in the two spin-channels’ conductance

r# � r", which is related to the spin polarization of the corre-

sponding (In,Fe)As bands. We define
r#�r"
r#þr"

¼ b MðHÞ
MS

, where b

is the spin asymmetry coefficient, similar to that introduced

by Valet and Fert,18 and M(H)/MS is the magnetization of

(In,Fe)As normalized by its saturated value, which was

added to take into account the multi-domain structure in the

(In,Fe)As layer (see supplementary material). Using g¼�15

of InAs and b as the only fitting parameter, we are able to

calculate and well reproduce the MC behavior [Fig. 4(a)].

The obtained b value, shown in Fig. 4(b), changes its sign

from negative to positive at V¼ 450 mV, significantly

increases at V> 450 mV, and reaches a saturated value of

0.075 at V¼ 650 mV. This indicates a strong enhancement of

r# at V¼ 450–650 mV, caused by the participation of the Fe-

related IB below the CB bottom of (In,Fe)As. This implies

that the Fe-related IB must contain mainly electrons with

down-spin angular momentum, and the band width is around

200 meV. In the same fashion, the small negative b at

V¼ 420–450 mV suggests the opposite spin polarization in

the CB edge of (In,Fe)As. In this region (V< 450 mV), how-

ever, the MC intensity is small and comparable to the posi-

tive MC typically observed in the (In,Fe)As bulk. Therefore,

further investigations are still required to confirm the sign of

the spin polarization in the CB edge of (In,Fe)As.

The two-fluid model and the deduced spin-dependent

band structure of (In,Fe)As can also qualitatively explain the

anisotropic behavior of the MC in Fig. 3, if one takes into

account the effect of spin-orbit interaction (SOI). As illus-

trated in Fig. 4(c), at the pn junction interface at

V> 450 mV, besides the spin-conserved electron flow from

the down-spin d orbitals to the down-spin s orbitals (d#-s#)
that constitutes r#, a flow accompanying the spin-flip process

FIG. 3. Evolution of the MC of the spin-Esaki diode when the magnetic field

H is applied in various directions between the [110] and [001] axes. Here, h
is the angle between H and the [110] axis. MC vs. magnetic field with vari-

ous h values (a) at V¼ 23 mV and (b) at V¼ 500 mV. The inset of (b) shows

the measurement geometry. (c) h-dependence of the MC magnitude at 1 T

(blue points), which can be approximated by cos2(h) (black curve). All were

measured at 3.5 K.
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due to SOI from the down-spin d orbitals to the up-spin s
orbitals (d#-s") also co-exists and enhances r". Similar to

the s-d scattering theory in metallic ferromagnets,19 in all

five d-orbitals ( mS ¼ 0;61;62j i) of the Fe atoms, the SOI-

induced spin-flip d#-s" transition probability is highest when

an s-orbital electron is transferred from the mS ¼ 0j i orbital

because the effect of SOI on this orbital is strongest.

Moreover, the probability of the sj i ! mS ¼ 0j i transition is

largest when the magnetization is parallel to the current

direction,19 which corresponds to h¼ 90� in our case.

Therefore, when one rotates h from 0� to 90�, r" increases

and r# decreases owing to the stronger (d#-s") process.

Consequently, b decreases and becomes close to 0, which

decreases the absolute magnitude of MC close to 0

(MC¼�3.0% at h¼ 0� to MC¼�0.7% at h¼ 90�). This

anisotropic d-s transition mechanism manifests itself in the

cos2(h)-dependence of the MC in Fig. 3(c), similar to that of

AMR in metallic ferromagnets.14,15,19

In summary, we have reported strong spin-dependent

transport behavior in the MC of an (In,Fe)As-based spin-Esaki

diode, in which the MC exhibits a sign reversal at V¼ 450 mV

and the negative MC ratio rapidly increases at V> 450 mV.

The contribution of electrons in the IB below the CB bottom of

nþ-(In,Fe)As to the current is the origin of this observed behav-

ior. This work vividly demonstrates that in FMS-based diode

structures, magnetotransport phenomena can be tuned by

selecting the band components participating in the current

using device structure design and/or bias voltage. This feature

leads to physics and device functionalities that are promising

for spintronic device applications.

See supplementary material for more detailed informa-

tion on sample characterization and data on the temperature

dependence of magnetoconductance.
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